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Description

STC Careers
There’s good news for both newcomers and seasoned professionals in Dubai – STC Careers Dubai is
currently looking for a few enthusiastic people to fill their job vacancies. As a retail service provider,
STC Careers Dubai is prepared to invest a lot of effort in the right candidate. If you think you have what
it takes to complete the fundamental jobs offered, be sure to put together a strong CV and apply today!

A strong CV might improve your chances of landing a job in Dubai. Prepare a great CV by doing your
study. If you do not have a CV, you may obtain one by clicking on the following link.

Dubai CV: Click here to download a CV for Dubai Jobs

Walk-in interviews: Check the latest walk-in interviews jobs in Dubai

Jobs Details: STC Careers

Organization Name STC 

 Job Location Abu Dhabi

 Nationality Any Nationalities

 Education Equivalent degree/diploma holders

 Experience Mandatory

 Salary Discuss during an interview

 Benefits As per UAE labor law

 Last Updated on 31 Jan 2023

STC Careers
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STC Careers

About STC:

We are a forward-focused digital champion always been focused on innovation and evolution. Our
purpose is to create and bring greater dimension and richness to people’s personal and professional
lives.
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With stc, You will always be empowered to focus on delivering what’s next through collaborative and
agile ways of working, and a culture that is open to fresh ideas.

Transforming the future through impactful digital solutions and mega-projects while fostering our
commitment to sustainability. Join a people-centric environment; that cares about maximizing your
wellbeing, and is committed to unlocking your potential.

the network

Market carriers and operators

Capacity

 always aim for progress, we strive for development and innovation, we think about the future to create
it, to stay at the forefront as a company with will and purpose. We provide digital solutions and services
in various fields including communications, information technology, digital payments, digital media,
cybersecurity, and other advanced digital fields, and we are thus leading the digital transformation
locally and regionally.

stc Group has built a strategy for Social Responsibility with the deep concept of sustainable
development in all its business, in addition to committing to the highest professional and competitive
standards in CIT sector, enabling digital solutions in partnership with public and private sectors to
comply with the objectives of NTP 2020 and Saudi Vision 2030 as well as reinforcing stc`s position as
a pioneer company on the level of ME.
stc CSR strategy concentrates on: first, contribution to the adoption of initiatives and programs that
support social responsibility in the paths of sustainable development and contribute to the achievement
of development goals. Second, empowerment of the third sector to create the impact through activating
social investment in partnership with the donor establishments.
stc also sought to empower youth, and was keen on qualifying Saudi talents, enhancing the role of
women and job opportunities in the telecommunications sector, and developing special content for
children, in line with the objectives of 2030. Since social responsibility is an integral part of our
business, we have also achieved excellence in providing the best digital solutions to the community
and the Saudi market.
stc has strived to become a leader in the region in the new economy, to support the Kingdom`s vision
2030 and NTP 2020. In addition to, Introducing and investing the latest technologies with a focus on
cybersecurity, cloud computing, IOT as well as developing local content, intelligent content and job
creation, while continuing to invest in advanced and robust networks.
In conclusion, stc believes that social responsibility is more than charitable work; it is a moral
commitment, values and goals, and an integral part of our core business strategy, with the aim of
promoting the development of man and place in all the societies

List Of Jobs In STC Careers Dubai  (New Updates)

Job Title Location Action

Talent Incubation Program Dubai View & Apply

Al Faisal Career Fair Dubai View & Apply
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Out Source Data Management& Analytics Assistant
Manger

Dubai View & Apply

How to Apply for STC Careers

If you have taken the decision to apply for Dubai jobs to change your lifestyle, and you are interested
to apply for any of the jobs above, then it’s very simple. Just click on the following button to upload
your resume (CV). Once you clicked it will take you to the main page of the above company’s website.
There, you will be able to apply for your favorite job.

STC Careers

Click the following button to apply for STC CareersDubai. It will take you to the main website of the
STC Careers Dubai . There you will find a form to upload your CV. We wish you the best of luck.

999+ New High Salary Jobs Click Here Now:
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